Political Boosters
At LBJ Reception Greet Candidates

Colby Faculty Supplemented Barb Howard to
By Seventeen New Members Represent Colby

Major Walter J . Brooks
If the Class of , '68 is one of the
brightest iu Colby history, the new
faculty members also qualify as a
scholarly company. Ten of them are
Ph.LVs or Ph.D. candidates , and
they all have impressive backgrounds in. their respective fields.
Furthermore, a number of them
have been very successful in different pursuits outside of school. We
are certainly privileged to have such
a varied and experienced selection
of new teachers at ColbyMajor Walter J. Brooks (USAF)
is replacing Major Starker as Professor of Air Science and Head of
the Division of Air Science. He was
graduated from Harvard College in
1949 with an A. B.\ degree and then
went on to graduate study at Columbia University and the University of Vermont. In his most recent
assignment Major Brooks was a se- I

nior navigator on flying status with
the 421st Air Refueling Squadron ,
Yokota, Japan. Eta resides in Waterville with his wife and four
children .
Professor Alexander L. Craig,
Visiting Lecturer in English, is one
of Australia's leading poets. He
graduated with honors from ' the
University of Melbourne in 1955.
He then taught undergraduates at
Mount Scopus College and , in 1958,
taught at the Univ. of Iowa, receiving his masters there in, 1960.
Craig's poetry and criticism have
been widely published in Australia,
the U.'S., and elsewhere.! He has
published two books of poetry and
has had poems in numerous magazines. His latest group of poems is
,entitled "The Living Sky." He is
currently editor of the U.S. literary journal , Northeast. Craig is a
former music teacher and pianist.
Dr. John M. Dudley comes to
Colby as Associate Professor of
Physics. He received his B.S. from
M.I.T. in 1946 and lis Ph.D. from
the Univ. of California at Berkeley
in 1960. Dudley -has been engaged
as principal physicist and staff spe-

Alexander L. Crai g
(Continued oh Page Five)

Parents Weekend Promises
Entertaining Time For AH
An open house at the Bixler Art
and Music Center , a Guy P. Gannett Lecture by the noted poet and
essayist, David McCord,. and a var>
sity football game between Colby
and Trinity will highlight the Colby
College Parents Weekend which this
year will 'be held from Jriday, October 16, to Sunday, October 18.
The weekend will begin with "A
Museum Looks to the Future," an
exhibition of painting and sculpture
featured at the Bixler Art and Music Center from 7-8 p.m . - Friday,
Later that same evening, at 8
p.m., Mr. David McCord , a member of the Harvard ' University administrative staff for 37 years prior
to his retirement in 1962, will present a lecture in Given Auditorium
under the auspices' of the Guy P.
Gannett Lecture Series . McOord,
who has gained ' prominence as an
editor and painter as well as a poot
and essayist,- has -authored some
twenty- books of light verse and ensays. His most recent work is a collection of essays titled In Sight Of
Sever : Essays from H arvard. McOord has served as "a-Phi Beta Kap-

pa poet at Harvard , Tufts , and Williams and Mary, and has contributed to such widely road periodicals
as The Atlantic Monthly and The
New Yorker. He is presently a member of the American Academy of
Arts and Sciences.
Saturday morning, October 17,
will be marked by parent registration for those who have not registered in advance and a chance for
parents to visit some of the classes
and to talk with tho Doan of Men
and tho Dean of Women in the Eustis building , This will tako place
fro m 8-10 :30 a.m. At 11 o'clock , a
luncheon will bo hold in the Wadsworth Fioldhouso with President
Strider as speaker.. Tho afternoon
will see Colby eleven opposing tho
football squad of Trinity College at
1:30, This will bo followed by a
President' s Reception in the Runnals Union. Saturday evening will
feature a program of music and
dancing to bo performed in Runnals
Union by undergraduates.
Parent' s Weekend twill .conclude
with an 11 o 'clock morning worship
in Lorimor Chapel. ,

.WHERE IS DR. STRIDER TODAY?
September 28-29, he was in. Providence, R. I., as a delegate
from Colby College to the 200th Anniversary' Convocation of
'
Brown University.
• .
October 1-2, he will be in San Francisco attending the annual
meeting of the American* Council on Education.
October 6, he Will be in Boston at a meeting of the executive
, committee of the JsTew England Association idf ' Colleges and
Seconder/ Schools, Dr. Strider is Vice-President of the Association.

Barbara R. Howard will represent
Colby College at a White House
conference , Sat., October 3 with
President and Mrs. Lyndon B.
Johnson and other top federal officials.
In his letter to Colby President
Robert E. L. Strider, requesting
the appointment of a delegate, President Johnson said, "Naturally I
have a great interest in the young
leaders who are emerging in our colleges and would like to get to know
them and their thinking as much
as I can. "
He reported, "A limited number
of student leaders from representative colleges and
universities
throughout tie country are being
invited. "
The White House program will
open at 5 p.m. with a reception by
President and Mrs. Johnson. Following remarks by the President,
talks will be given by Secretary of
Defense Robert S. MacNamara, Secretary of Labor Willard Wirfcz , and
Ambassador Adlai Stevenson.
, A buffet dinner will precede an
evening of entertainment at which
Miss Lynda Johnson will be hostess.
Miss Howard is a senior English
major , was named to Phi Beta Kappa in her junior year, is editor-inchief of the "Echo , secretary of Women's Student League, a member of
Cap & Gown, and a sub-head of
IVJia^Lpji^^
President Johnson specified that
the young person he a "student
who, while maintaining a good academic record, has also shown special qualities of character, leadership and interest in college and public affairs."
¦^
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President 's

OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY EVENING

8 : 0 0 P. M.
All Students Welcome

Colby stu den t s were given an oppor tunity to parti cipa t e in political
activity last week, as the Young Republicans and the Young Citizens

for Johnson and Humphrey . each sponsored busses to the Goldwater
and Johnson appearances, respectively, in Portland. A small (less
th an 30) but d edi cated group of Colby Gold-water fans took the 5:00
a.m. bus to see their idol last Friday. Monday afternoon more than
150 Johnson enthusiasts took four busses to Portland to demonstrate
Colby's support of L.B.J. According to Senator Edmund Muskie
(D.-Me.), President Johnson commented that "The Colby delega"
tion was one of the finest I've ever seen

Johnson

President Lyndon Johnson, enthusiastically received by an estimated 75,000 Mainers, on Monday
evening in Portland, emphasized in
his speech the things that the Democratic administration has done for
Maine in the past few years, and
promised continuing benefits for
Maine if he is re-elected. Specifically, he promised federal aid to
Maine's depressed areas, and to
work with the Maine state government and the people of Maine to
"do something about Passaraaquoddy."
In 6rder . to counteract his opponent's charges of excessive government spending, Johnson pointed out
that the "new tax cut will- stimulate a $12 million increase in this
state's income, and create 98,000
hew jobs ". Ln . addition to the tax
out^. .his admijiistrati^-^has reduced
the federal. . budget by -almost- . one
billion dollars:, and thousands o'f jobs
have been cut from
federal pay¦' « the
'
:
roll.
Responding to a placard reading
"Lisbon Falls (a depressed area)
needs LBJ"7 Johnson pointed out
that the area redevelopment administration has provided thousands of dollars to help such communities overcome economic disaster , and announced that he has instructed the ARA to survey problem areas in Maine where plants
have shut down through a combina('Continixed on Page Seven)

. ..

G o dwa t er

Senator Barry Goldwater, in an
early morning address to approximately 5000 people in Portland
last Friday, took this opportunity
to criticize the Johnson administration for the harm its tariff policies
have done to Maine. Blaming the recent closing of several textile mills
in Maine on tariff laws which enable
the United States to sell' cotton
abroad for much less than American
industries can buy it, Goldwater labeled the. situation "plain economic
stupidity."
Going from tariffs to Civil Rights,
Goldwater reiterated his stand that
Civil Rights can be obtained not
by law, but by moral legislation.
Stating that it is time for the American people "to start to act as
though we realize that our freedom
comes from God, not from enacted
legislation,'', Goldwater accused the
Democratic administration of demonstrating "no inclination " toward
erifprcing the Civil Rights laws.
A large measure of Goldwater's
speech was devoted to pointing out
and condemning "the moral laxity
and corruption " in the present administration. He accused .the government of covering up the Bobby
Baker case, and "wondered" if Billie Sol Estes might be somehow connected with the White House.
Three main themes ran through
Goldwater 's speech — progress
through freedom , peace through
(Continued on Page Seven)

Rothchild to Speak
On Afr ican Pre ss Pierce Lectu res

"The Press and Radio in Eastorn Africa" will be the subject of
an address by Donald Rothchild before the Oolby Library ' Associates
in Smith , Lounge of Runnals Union
on Thursday , October 8th at 7 :45
p.m.
Dr. Rothchild , Associate Professor of Government at Colby, recently returned from Uganda whore he
had been teaching at Makerero University College for two years. He
went there as a Fulbrighfc Visiting
Lecturer in Political Scienco .and
extended his stay one year at iiho
request ' of the Principal at Makerore.
Professor Rothchild is an expert
on tho government and politics in
Africa south of tlie Sahara . Ho has
published numerous articles and a
book on his specialty, including
"Toward Unity in Africa ", Public
Affairs Press, 1960. His manuscript
entitled "Uganda " (written with
Prof. Rogin of the University of
California, Berkeley) will appear
soon as a section .of "National Unity
and Regionalism in Africa" edited
by Gwendolen Carter and published
by Cornell University Press. A study
of tho East African Federation also
is in process.
A cordial invit ati on to att end is
extended io all regardless 6? membership in tho Library Associates.

On

Telstar Experim ent
Site . Manager of the Telstar
ground station at Andover, Burdick W. Pierce , will deliver an illustrated lecture entitled ' 'Satellite
Communioabion and Telstar " tonight at 8:00 in Given Auditorium .
The American Telephone and Telegraph Ground station is responsible
in largo part for the control of both
Telstar I, which was launched July
10, 1962 and Telstar II, which
started its career on May 7,s 1963;
Tolstar experiments not only provide the increase of overseas telephonos and television circuits which

will become a necessity in the near
future , but also increase the flexibility of \Vorld-wide communica,¦
tions.
;
Pierce , who was formerly the senior supervising engineer in charge
of construction of the Andover station ,, attended Cornell and then
joined tho Long Lines Dopfc , of A.
T. &, T , Ho has worked in tho signal corps , building relay routes in
India , Burma , and China , and spent
five years working in Alaska with
the Western Electric Company.1

Aeria l view of the Telstar installation at Andover, Maine, shows
the radome , largest air-inflate d structure in the world.

Or. Roy Pearso n Colby's AU-Male
Guest Theolo gian Singing Group
Spreads Good Will

Visiting theologian Dr. Roy Pearson will speak: at the . 11:0O a.m.
chapel service on Sunday, Oct ober
16th.
P&arson , who holds degrees from
Harvard and And over , was also the
recipient of an honorary Doctor of
Divinity degree from Amherst College. He recently received THE
CHURCHMAN'S AWARD for "The
Sermon of the Year ".

Dr. Pearson , Dean of the Andover
Newton Theological School and President of the Andover Theological
Seminary, is the author of several
books , including HERE'S A FAITH
FOR YOU and THE BELIEVER' S
UNBELIEF. He is. also a regular
contributor to various periodicals.

Sunday Cinema
Will Premiere
With Anastasia
Last spring a group of Colby students , believing that entertaining
films should be available to the student body at reasonable rates ,
formed the organization known as
Sunday Cinema. 'The organization
has obtained . an impressive list of
cinematic enj oyment for the full
year. Among the films scheduled are
A nastas i a, Breakfast at Tiffany 's,
The World of Suzy Wong, North by
Nort hwest, Please Don 't E at t h e
Daisies , and The Diary of Anne
Frank. As the titles above show,
the program is varied in order to
appeal to many tastes.
In order to reach a wider viewing
audience there are two scheduled
showings of each film .. There is a
show at 1:«30 p.m. and another ' $,£
7 :30 p.m. on each consecutive Sunday except for those Sundays when
there is a Film Direction showing.
The price for a film is usually 35c,
but in one or two oases , when the
films are more expensive or when
there is a double feature, rates will
be 50c.
Sunday Cinema hopes they have
provided the answer to your inexpensive entertainment problem. A
good attendance is necessary to continue the program of fine films
throughout next semester, even
though 'the films scheduled have
already been reserved for Colby 's
use.

Dance Club News
Classes in mod em d a nce f or the
children of Colby faculty and st aff
will bo taught by Susan McFcrren ,
In structor in tho Dance, assisted
by members of tlie Colby Banco
Club. Thoso classes will bo held on
Wednesday afternoons in tho Dance
Studio at Runnal s "Union.
3 :15 — Grades 1-3
4 :15 — Grades 4-6
Beginning on October 7th, tho
clas s dates are as follows : October
7, 14, 21, 28; November 4 , 11, 18 j
December 2, 9, 1964. Registration
will tak o pla ce on October 7th, 15
minutes prior to the scheduled start
of each class. 'Please direct any
questions to Miss McFcrren at tho
coll ege ext. 227.

By Ed Pratl ey
Who are the six crazy guys who
were se en last week walkin g from

the chapel to Runnals Union singing
a Negro spiritual? Who are those
strange men who gather every weekday in the Rose Chapel to sing songs
over and over while being harassed
by the little fella at the piano ? Finally, who were the eight men who
made free weekend excursions last
year to such exotic places as Wellesley College, Smith College, Skidmore
College , and even the Miss Livermore Falls Beauty Pageant, singing
and having fun ? Well , the answer
to the three questions is the Colby
Eight.
The "Eight" was formed in ' 1947
by eight men who loved small-group
singing and felt that a group of
this type was long overdue here at
Oolby. Since these early days, the
group has gained recognition as one
of the best of its type in the east.
Last year , after singing at Parents' Weekend , the group began
traveling, with a trip to Boston for
a Colby Alumnae reunion after the
Tufts Game. Shortly afterward we
attended an "Eight" reunion in
Concord , Mass., with a side trip to
Wellesley College. The highlight of
the second semester was our trip
to Skidmore College in Saratoga
Springs , New York . Here , we sang
at the annual "Singspiration" before the entire student body and
dates . Among the seven other
groups which sang were the Middlebury D'8, the Sherwoods of Cornell ,
and the Vassar G-Stringers. A side
tri p to Smith College with an impromptu "hootenanny" completed
the trip.
This year's . group has already begun work in earnest for its firs't
jobs . .at.--Cornell , and..Brown \ ih October. A ,promising';group of students
signed up at the activities . fair for
tryouts , but anyone who didn 't sign
up but is interested in becoming a
member of the "Eight" is urged to
see any of the members of the group
as soon as possible to arrange for a
try-out.
This , then , in a ridiculously small
summary, is th e Colb y Eight , our
college's representative in tho male
college double quartet field and one
of the school's most active emissaries of good will. Here on campus
the group is available at absurdly
small rates , like $15 for a fraternity
appearance. So, th e next time you're
involved in planning a campus ev ent , consider the "Eight", for the
FUN of it.
Many students have not had a
suitable opportunity to join Colby
Librar y Associ ates. It is not too
late. Forms aro available in the Librarian ' s office and duos aro only
50 cents each. CLA will havo five
litera ry programs , each followed by
refreshments. Members receive gratis tho Colby Library Quarterly, to
which a regular subscription oosts
$2.00.

Freddi e's

SPECIALTY FOODS
S. S. PIERCt PRODUCTS
For Thoso Who Eat Off Campus
20 Silver Street , Watorvlllo
872-8086

BERRY'S STATIONER ' S
A COMPLETE Stationery . ,
. Store
74 MAIN STREET

Radio Colb y
Schedule

1

Monday
6-7-Sports, Marshall Finn
7-9-Jazz , Bill Ingham
9-11 :45-"The Barbour Shop ", Wes
Barb our , Popular
Tuesday
6-7-Colby Special , Lecture tape
7-10-"Classical Showcase", Jim
Katz
10-11 :45-"George and Stan"
Wednesday
6-7-Show Music, MeWhirter
7-7 :30-Oampus Comment, Bi ll Neil
7 :30-10-Folk Music , Russ Monbleau
10-11 :45- "The Barbour Shop",
Wes Barbour
Thursday
6-7-Tapes of interviews, etc.
7-10-Jazz , George Burks
10-11 :45- ANTIKS
Friday
6-8-Comedy, Bob Birnbaum
8-10-Rock and Roll , Hick Rawson
10-11 :45^Classical
Saturday
No show
Sunday
8-9-Colby Commentary, Rakoff
9-10-News Analysis
10-11 :45-Folk , Pete Grabo-wsky

Mxtzhntml
From its fi rst day at Colby until
November , the freshmen class is
governed solely by the Orientation
Committee. In November , however,
freshmen assume responsibility for
class affairs themselves through the
election of a three-man Interim
Committee. This committee continues as their governing body until
the spring, at which time regular
class officers are elected. The officers chosen at that time will retain
their positions throughout the sop.,¦
homore year;
j ,. Together,?, the* three^members i; o'f"
the Interim Committee may exercise one vote in Student Government, thereby giving the freshmen
a voice in this organization.
Any freshman who has a desire to
run for a position on the Interim
Committee is urged to pick up a
petition in the office of Dean Nickerson or Dean Seaman as soon as
possible. Elections will be held
November 3.

Gas Tank Ful l?

'

For The Weekend ?
For The Game ?
See

"COOKIE" MICHAEL
Corner of North & Pleasant Sts.
I
WATERVILLE
MAINE

.

A regular meeting of the Council
was called to order at 7:30 by
President Bill Neil. The secretary's
minutes were read and approved.
The treasurer ' reported a deficit
cash balance of $980.60 and ^a sinking fund balance of $875.78. Foss
Hall ,
Woodman
Hall,
Louise
Coburn , Mary Low , Men's Judiciary, and Pan-Hellenic were not represented.
Committee ' Reports :
1. Cultural Life — Holly Gower ,
Chairman
a) Mayor Joly was announced as
one o'f the parties to debate on national issues on October 28,. 1964.
Announcements :
1. In a letter from Mr. Samuel
Abbott , chairman of the Mark
Lederman Memorial Award Fund,
announcement was made of a Marls
Lederman Memorial Award- for Excellence in Biology to be given annually at the Awards Assembly of
th e Whit e Plains High School where
Mark was a National Merit Scholarship Finalist. Contributions to this
award may be sent to:
The Mark Lederman Memorial Award Fund P.B . Box No. 284 Hartsdale , New York
2. A letter was read from SAY,
an American . Youth organization'
raising money to alleviate high
school drop-outs which result from
financial need , requesting student
help.
3. The President announced that
a ' 'non-partisan voting kit'' prepared by The Young Citizens for
Johnson & Humphrey containing
information on registration and absentee voting rules for all states will
be posted on the Stu-G Bulletin
¦
board . <¦ _'." i

'•. " ; i"

i'.

> 4.*i written' ' report, f rom the Academic Life Committee, chairman
Rod Gould , was read by the President.
a) Concerning the arrival of newspapers in the Library :
(1.) As the only way of insuring
complete , delivery, the New York
Times and The Christian Science
Monitor arrive by mail and are
posted upon arrival at 4 p.m.
(2) A subscription to The Washington Post has been taken out.
b) It was reported that Dean
Johnson is hopeful of affi rmative
action by next week concerning
Randy Antik' s Lovejoy proposal .
c) Conclusions on the faculty
shortage problem are as follows :
(1) Tlie administration is quite
well aware of the difficulty and is
taking all necessary steps in order
to rectify the situation for next
year.
(2) The problem was brought ii
part by the large number of trans

'

i

fer students .
(3) The entire problem is one in
which Stu-G is totally unable to
effect a remedy.
d) The chairman proposed that
the Social Committee members and
the Academic Life Committee^members meet with a faculty committee
to discuss possible changes in the
present social regulations.
5. The next meeting was announced as a budget meeting and all
interested members were urged to
attend.
6. On Thursday, October 29 a
mock election will be held and proposed constitutional revisions will be
voted upon. . ' ' •' . -. - .
7. voting for Freshmen , Interim
Committee members will be- held
on Tuesday, November 3. Petitions
•are due Saturday, October 31 before
noon in the Eustis building. Explanation concerning this office will
be made in the Echo.
Old Business :
The motion concerning the funds
sent to St. Augustine last spring is
to remain tabled until after an October '9 meeting at Amherst at
which more inf ormation concerning
the activities of the Student Christian Leadership Conference will be
obtained.
New Business :
1. Investigation into the recent
announcement concerning appliance
fees will be conducted by the B & G
committee. Students question the
suddenness of such drastic increases ,
the intent upon which such increases were made , and what steps , if
any, the college plans to make to
alleviate the student need for such
items as irons.
2. The motion that Stu-G allocate
¦
if75 to the' • Young Democrats was
¦- ¦ '
passed unanimously.
v < - . ..
3. Les Forman's motion that StuG donate money to the Mark Lederman Memorial Fund Award was
tabled until information concerning
campus collections was made available.
There being no further business,
the meeting was adjourned at 7 :45
p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Diane Mattison
Secretary

In Wateruille Aoross From
TR 3-4372
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Wednesday - Sunday
Sandra Dee
Robert Goulet
Andy Willi ams
Maurice Chevalier
" I'D RATHER BE RICH"
in oo lor
&
Audio Murphy
" BULLET FOR A BAD MAN"

Anthony Quinn
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"THE VISIT"
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Cyr 's Wa terville Drug
Modern Dru gs In an

(On Tho Rotar y)

Fabulous Italian Sandwiches

;

Ol d Fashione d Atmos ph ere
i

38 Main St.

Watorvl llo , Mo.

Pizzas and Dynamites
Tiny
Tony " Choose Pizza 300
"
Moat Ba ll Sand wiches
' Boor to toko Out
Froo Delivery on $4.00 ordor
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TR 1-0731
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Wednesd ay - Saturday
Wait Disney 's
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TO MY HEART"
"SO
in color with
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Bobby Driscoll
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Tuesday
Ingrod .Bergman
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Stanley Baker
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Top Artists In J azz Concert

and choreographer as well. He has considered by many as the top Nebeen listed in "Who's Who" in Am- country. It is the combination of all
erica as the adapter of the use of this talent which, as it did in Newtympani in j azz. Abbey Lincoln , port, will mahe for the best possible
often
compared to Nancy Wilson, is jazz entertainment on October 8tH.
One com plete evening of jazz , featuring the same performers and program which appeared in the Friday
,
..
„_
.
evening slot at this year's Newport
Jazz Festival is coming to Colby.
These performers, who include Bobby Hackett, A'bby Lincoln , and Max
Roach, received the greatest acclaim
at the festival.
Hackett , leader 'of the Newport
Jazz All-Stars, has been voted the
leading trumpeter in the country by
"Downheat Magazine." This outstanding jazz performer provides the
music for the Jackie Gleason albums and very recently has done an
134 MAIN STREET—WATERVILLE , MAINE
album in tribute to Iiouis Armstrong. Satchmo has been quoted as
saying that Hackett's playing has
i
''the right ingredients. ''
Accompanying Hackett will be
Marshall Brown, the top trombonist
in jazz ;. Max Roach and Abbey Lincoln , a husband and wife team, will
of the evening s
provide the r^st
'
jazz entertainment. Roach has the
-widest influence o'f all the drummers
who have emerged in the modern
jazz era. He is not only a percussionist, but a composer, arranger,
'

\

¦
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THE YARDGOODS SHOP
welcomes

COLBY COEDS

JOHN MARSHALL SOCIETY

Abby Lincoln

Senio r fi rad Tea

to the graduate schools of his
choice.

To make available information on
graduate study and scholarships for
graduate work here and abroad , the
Graduate Scholarship Committee
will, meet interested juniors and seniors in Smith Lounge, Runnals
Union, on Thursday, October 8th,
at 4.-00 p.m.
Refreshments will be provided by
the Woodrow Wilson Foundation,
the sponsoring organization, which
last year granted fellowships to over
1000 first year graduate students,
including two members of Colby's
Class of 1964.
All seniors, whether or not they
can attend, should consult department chairmen, faculty members of
committees concerned with graduate
scholarships , pre-protfessional advisers , or the dean of the faculty.
The month of October should be
a month in which every senior who
has thoughts about continuing his
education should be actively planning and preparing his applications
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29 Offi ces in the
" Heart of Maine "

Me mber Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp.
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October 14th is deadline , for
Liberal Arts majors to apply

NSA's Prof essional Qualification Test
is your f irst step towards a uniquely
'

DINER

Main Street

Wate rville , Maine
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-pplP Trust Company '

; We carry a complete line of yarns , fabr ics, sew; ing equipment and accessories . Visit us soon.

Meets at 8 :00
October 8 in the Hurd Room
Speake r: Mr. Berschneider
Topic : Law Board Discussion

Now, what of the more pragmatic rewards?
Your BA. degree makes you eligible to start at
, $6,050.. . with regular increases as well as
/
excellent promotion possibilities in your field,
Let us clarify what we mean by a "uniquely rewarding career." If you agree with our definition, •
As a Federal employee, you are entitled to a
then perhaps you should see your College Placement Officer tb learn more about the National
number of meaningful benefits—includ ing 13
Security Agency and the Professional Qualification Test to be given Saturday, October 24th.
working days' leave the f irst year. NSA also
(Passing this test does not commit you in any way, but you must pass it first in order to schedule
offers both aid and encouragement in your
an on-campus interview with NSA representatives.)
'
pursuit of advance degree education at nearby
universities (Maryland and Johns Hopkins in
'
particular are nearby) .
and science of secure communications in all its
First of all , whatever your major interest—
without
precedent
or
One further advantage is NSA's locatio n ...
utterly
is
ra
tifications
personnel
or
business
accounting,
finance &•
midway between Washington and Baltimore in
restriction , and involves pr ogr ams of natio nal
admini stration ,. data systems programming,
an area of fast-growing business, ind ustry, and
' languages or linguistic research—you can make
importance.
research expansion. Take your pick of in-town ,
PROGRAMS OF ' NA TIONAL 1MPORuse of your college-acquired capabilities with
suburban , or rura l living-and enj oy the proxTANCE—a thought worth repeating. For
the National Security Agency, headquarters
imity to the Chesapeake Bay and ocean resort
for secure communications research and devel- ¦ what, it may be worth to you personally, you'll
region.
realize an extra measure of satisfaction from
opment . .. unusual design refinements in comyour NSA work , knowing that the results may
putcr & edp systems... cryptologic and related
(
benefit a lot of people.
techniques. Your professional growth and earn- '
re
x
I n this regard , you 'll fin d , too , that the NSA
ing power expand from the day you join us,
If JVOU a S T O e- C l C t ROW
interchange-of-information leads easily arfd
;
without having to waitfor vears of "exp eriencer
. °
naturally to a maximum extension of your in- ' If you are interested in an N&/V. career,
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Editorial:

The Onl y Choice

The complacency of Colby life has at least been cracked by the
arrival in the nearby metropolis of Portland of the two most politically influential individuals in the country. Many students have had
an opportunity to hear and to view both presidential candidates. For
those who have reached the voting age there is now a choice to be
made, a choice between two. widely divergent points of view. One
candidate speaks' in simple and sometimes contradictory terms, eulogizing the virtues on which our country was supposedly founded :
"freedom comes from God , not from enacted legislation". The other
candidate seems to face more realistically and more calmly the complex problems of modem society. The name of one candidate has
become to many people synonymous with the beliefs of some of the
more radical elements of our society (although the candidate himself
does not necessarily support these elements) ; his election might be
the touchstone to many explosions both at home and abroad. The
name of the other, while no panacea to the ills of the nation , has come
in his months of office to represent a stable policy.
• Believing that the views of the Republican candidate are in conflict with the intellectual and progressive spirit of the liberal arts
jpollege and with the welfare of the entire nation, the editorial board
pf the ECHO has voted unanimously to break the precedent , of neutrality set in previous elections and to indicate their full-fledged support of Mr. Johnson.

Grant Johannesen in Concert

To The Edito r:

To the Editor :

In answering last week's editorial,, "A Judicial Comparison ," I
might begin by saying th at I f ully
agree , and I'm sure the entire Judicial Board would agree , that the
private moral behavior of any male
student is beyond our jurisdiction.
In fact, we want it to he — it must
be. What Colby males or "Colby
couples" do with their time provided they break no obvious college
rules is simply none of our business.
It seems , however, that an incident
which occurred last year and involved both Men's and Women's
Judiciaries has caused a great deal
of concern among some of Colby's
fair minded young ' ladies. Both
boards met with Dean Seaman and
Dean Nickerson on a case involving
two Colby couples. Both couples had
failed to observe the 12 o'clock women's curfew. The case became more
and more ramified as more and more
details were discovered. It became
apparent at this combined meeting
that there was a, definite dearth of
actual cans and cannots in regard
to curfews and downtown apartments. Quite evidently a re-evaluation and revision of , student apartment policy was needed. O.K. Fine.
Everyone agreed on this. Now we
were, left to make our decisions.
Did the men and/or the women
break a Colby rule P . The women
quite obviously and flagrantly violated the 12 o'clock curfew as lai d
down by W.'S.L. Exit did the men
share the guilt of breaking a
W.'S.L. curfew rule ? Not really —
that was the girls' responsibility.
BUT where the men did share the
guilt of the women was in their
bringing two Colby women after
midnight to their apartment. This
is how ..M.J .' approached the problem and how it handed down what
it thought a fair penalty. It was
later disclosed , however, th a/t W.J.
had been very lenient — in fact , it
seemed to all of us on M,J. 'like the
case of "two little kittens who'd
lost their mitten . . . " The penalties given to the men were NOT
commensurate with those given to
the women — agreed. Certain women and certain men as well, from
then on looked upon the M. J. as
a group of Bluebeards. Well , th a t
is unfortunate in itself , but what
made the whole thing particularly
unfortunate was the vociferous complaining of-many people on campus
who knew nothing concrete about
the case or any other , but still chose
to talk through their hats. Did we
make a moral decision on a case
concerning unwritten laws ? I really wonder.

command.
Speaking with Mr. Johannesen
afterward , I learned that he was
very impressed by the new addition
to Colby's music and art center.
Although he - felt that the action
would improve immeasurably within
the next months as the piano is
broken in , he was quite satisfied
with the touch and with the acoustics in Given Auditorium. Colby
s'iudenfcs will have the opjwrfcumfcy
to witness the further breaking in of
our
new
Steinway . .piano at
some of the concerts scheduled in
tlie n ear future. The Colby Music
Associates , who last year 'brought
such- names ..as Pro Musica,. Sylvia
Zaremba , and Marlboro Trio to
Mayflower Hill , will bring us this
year soprano Helen Boatwright , the
Paganini Quartet , and a bonus concert (rumored . to be our own Professor Re). For those unfortunate
enough to have missed this first
concert , and fortunate enough to
have purchased season subscriptions', it would be wise to attend the
remaining offerings.
A closing note on Mr. Johannesen 's concert : the note on the program read concerning the piano ,
"It will enrich the musical life of
this campus and tho community for
many years to come. " If Mr. Johannesen 's performance last Friday
evening was any indication of the
Tlio M.J. is well aware of the urveracity of this statement , Colbyites are in for a rich-musical season , gent need of re-evaluation and reand all who can should take advan- visi on of th e men 's rules and then
of course of tho making known on
tage of it.
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On Friday night , September 25,
the Colby Music Associates started
this year's concert season with what
turned out to be prpbably one of the
most memorable concerts in the experiences of those students present,
The event was of dual importance :
it marked the concert appearance
pf Grant Johannesen , famed pianist
o'f stage and television , and also the
debut of the brand new Steinway
piano given to us as an anonymous
gift. With an unbeatable combination such as this, the evening could
not help but live up to all expectations. Indeed , it probably outdid
them.
Mr. Johannesen , who recently returned from an extensive tour of the
Soviet Union , was in perfect form
throughout the evening. -His remarkable ability to terrace the dynamics of his program impressed all ,
as could be deduced from the spontaneous audience reactions. It is the
mark of a true musician to lie able
to carry an entire audience through
the crescendi and fortissimi of a
ChojDin Ballade and hold them transfixed by tho impressionistic innovations of a Debussy Imago. Mr.
J ohan nese n had no diff icult y in thi s
respect , as he moved from one mood
to another , through tiie fugal counterpoint of Bach , to the Romanticism of Schumann and Chopin ,
through the impressionism of Debussy, to the powerful dissonances of
tho Prokofio'ff Sonata which concluded his program, Thr ou ghout ,
Mr . Johannesen was in complete
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A Fight trt the Last Wife .. .

The office of : the Treasurer of
Col'by College lias . recently announced a revolutionary scientific
break-through ; a new, revolutionary
sticker has been invented which,
when attached to electrical appliances, is guaranteed to prevent fires
and to insure a longer, albeit a
hungri er and more wrinkled , life for
each , Colby student . The students
would like to take this opportunity
to extend their gratitude to the
Treasurer 's department and to any
of the other , administrative offices
who have contributed to this; innovation. ; The Eustis building has obviously been working, .overtime to
provide for our comfort. f ;; . ;
Girls may now own haiifdryers
without any danger of smoke inhalation. . They may. also, iron their
clothes in the , security and companionship of their , friends who will .'be
lined up waiting to use the ancient
irons provided for each dormitory
by ^Buildings and Grounds.
On the men 's side of campu s there
is the assurance that if the fraternities disappear it will at least not be
clue to a flaming electric guitar or
an overheated electric refri gerator.
Our anxiety will be further alleviated by the knowledge that inspectors , trained in the art of ferreting
out dangerously unstickered appliances, insidiiously concealed by nonprogressive students, will , now be
discovered and confiscated.
Unfortunately, there are drawbacks to every innovation in the
never-ceasing pursuit of progress.
Excited by their new discovery, the
inventors failed to forewarn the students of a ' few minor details. Due to

the cost of the manufacture;of these
the students
stickers
^
have recently been notified, that
their $8 irons require an additional
$XP in order .; that they may be equipped . with the sticker and
plugged in , a.nd : the men who broke
their backs carrying their secondhand refrigerators over three flights
of stairs will now be asked to hand
over $10 if they plan to use the refri gerators for anything more than
decorative purposes.

wond erf ul

It is expected that a few adjust;
merits' , .will ; haye to be made. Girls
who had planned , curly hairdos ;lpr
the, year must , now. consider ; the
¦ fBeatle'' , ,jptti,, Those , who./ •, live , in
.
;
fri gid thir^-flopr rooms must invest
in ..at least , , one :.j pair , v of l png, underwear, v to , ; .replace their . high-priced
electric blankets. - The ; CTpw'ded con-ditions .of ; ;the:Spa,v-will he. increased
since it will become, top expensive .to
make coffee on your own coffeepot
in the dorm.
Of course , the girls are confidently expecting that " a committee will
be formed to look into the lack of
usable irons, and ironing boards in
the women 's dorms. Since it is well
known that the principle of taxation ' without representation vanished with the Revolutionary War,
we, the students , are eagerly awaiting an explanation which will exonerate the sticker-inventors from this
obviously incorrect implication.
longer directly
Parents , no
informed of college fees, will be baffled to hear that the 'reason for
their offspring 's failure to graduate
was caused by non-payment of an
electrical charge.

At its annual meeting on June 5 the Alumni Council passed
. the following resolution :
"That the Alumni Council express to the undergraduates and
alumni members of fraternities and sororities its appreciation of
the many practical efforts which they have made toward the
elimination of outside control over eligibility to membership and
of discrimination based on race and creed."
"IN MEMORIAM" — MARK LEDERMAN >
Those who knew Mark Lederman considered themselves honored to have stcch a friend. Accepted by the J ohns-Hopkins
Medical School during his sophomore year at Colby, he was a
brilliant young man. His death seems a great waste.
, To honor his memory, and to aid other pre-rriedicai students,
the establishment of a scholarship for pre-med students in his
name is being initiated.
, This will be estqf alisheih as an endowment at }Col by , President
Stride^, has aircady «\giv en his support. It ,is hoped thai.the necessary • jiinds can be raise d in parVby student \donations, and also
. , ,.
by f unctions such as dances or dinners. .,
Anyone who wishes to contribute money or support tins fund
by. [any other , means may do so by contacting Nancy J ohnson,
Louise Coburn, Betty Sue Nelson, Averill Hall , Larry Pik e,
H otel Cassini, or Tom Easton , HO 5-3216.

S E V E N T E E N ADDITIONAL
(Continued from Page One)
cialist in the laboratories of Aerojet-General Nucleonics, San Ramon,
Calif. Previously he worked in the
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory vaBerkeley. He has taught at Pom ona
College in Olaremont, Calif., and ait
the Univ. of Calif, at Berkeley.
Dudley comes originally from Boston. He is married and has two
children .
Mr, George E. Elison, Instructor
in History, was born in. Kaunas,
Lithuania. He came to the U.S. in
1949.- He received his B.A. and M.A.
from the Univ. of Michigan. From
1957 to 1959 he served in the UJS.
Army. One year was spent in Korea,
during which time he was able to
travel extensively, especially in
Japan. During the past year Elison
and his wife, Toshiko, have resided
in Kyoto, Japan, He is now working
toward his doctorate at Harvard.
Mr. Leonard P. Fletcher, Assistant Professor of Economics, was
born in Grenada, West Indies and
received his pre-college, education
there. From 1950 to 1952 he was
employed as a .-'civil servant in Granada. Subsequently, he was a plant

Leonard P. Fletcher

operator for the Curacao Petroleum
Industry, Ltd., in Curacao , Netherlands West Indies , where he worked
until his matriculation at Mt. Allison Univ . in 1955. Fletcher earned
a B. Comom. degree there in 1959
and in . 1961 he received his M.A.
f rom Brown Univ. in Rhode Island .
He is now working toward the completion of his Ph.D. at Brown.
Miss Adel Heinrich, Instructor in
Music, was born in Cleveland,
Ohio. She received her B.A. from
Flora Stone Mather College of Western Reserve Univ. in 1951, acquired
an M.'S.M. degree at Union Theological Seminary in 1954 , and is
now a Ph.D. candidate at Boston
Univ. She has been an organist and
choirmaster at the First Presbyterian " Church of Auburn', New York ,
and at the Second Congregational
Church of Holyoke , Mass. For the
past three years Miss Heinrich has'
been a composer for the Boston Music Co. and for the past- year and a
half has been a part-time editor.
Mr. Plamthodathil S. Jacob, Visiting Lecturer in Philosophy, is replacing Mr. Naravane and has
charge of the Indian Thought course
this year.. He received his B.A. and
M.A . at Poena Univ., India. Over
tihe past five years Jacob has been
on the faculty of Ahmednagar College, Ah'mednagar, Mahra shtra, India , first as lecturer , then as professor. He keeps himself physically
fit by hiking and bicycling. Among
his extra-curricular interests are Indian and American • folk songs . After his year at Colby Jacob plans
to teach at Columbia Univ. for a
year.
Miss Susan J. MoFerron, Instructor in the Dance in tho" Dept. of
Physical Education, was born in
Toledo , Ohio. She graduated from
Cooley High School in Detroit , Michignn , where she spent most of hor
youth . At Denison Univ. in Granvill e, Ohio , Miss MdFerren originally
planned to bo a French teacher, but
she changed her major to theatre
and dance half-way through college.
She received hor B.A. from Denison
in 1962 and continued her study 6f
danoe at Sarah: Lawrence Univ. in
Bronxvillo, N. Y . where sho received
hor M.A. in 1964. In addition to
teaching dance, Miss MoOBWen enjoys golf and tho thoatro. She in
"Very favora/bly impressed" with
Oolby and looks forward to a rewarding year on Mayflower Hill.
Dr. Gertrude Malz, Visiting Professor of Glass'ios , received hor A,B.
from Swarfchmore in 1823, hor A.M.

from Wisconsin, in 1924, and her right arm. This permitted him to be-

Ph.D. from Wisconsin in 1928. She
has taught at the Univ. of Cincinnati, the Univ. of Wisconsin , and,
most recently,' she was chairman of
the Department of Greek' and Latin
at Sweet Briar College. Dr. Malz's
primary publications have been concerned with the papyri of Dioscorus.
Dr. Fred B. Otto, Instructor in
Physics, received Ms B.S. from the
Univ. of Maine in 1956. From 1956
to 1958 he worked at Sylvania Electric Corp. , in Woburn and Salem,
Mass. During that time he patented
an invention — a special electric
circuit. From 1958 to the present
Otto has been pursuing graduate
studies at the Univ. of Connecticut,
where he recently acquired his Ph.D.
His thesis, dealing with solid state
physics, is entitled , "The Identification and study by Electron Spi*
Resistance of F-2 Ions Trapped in
Electron - Irradiated Potassium Biflounde." Otto is also strongly interested in electrical engineering and
ha»s been published in a number of
technical periodicals. His last article is entitled , "Inexpensive Variao
Autotransformer Lighting Control."
He belongs to a physics j an engineering, and a research honor society. Born in Bangorj Otto is a native
of Maine . He has three children.
M-r. Eugene Peters , Instructor in
Philosophy and former denizen of
iack Bay Boston , received his B.A.
from Bates College in 1957 , Magna
him Laude , Phi Beta Kappa. In
the spring of 1962 he taught pbilosphy for a semester at Bates. After
earning a masters from Harvard in
1962, he attended the Univ. Pf Oxford , England , as a Danforth fellow.'
A Ph.D. candidate at Harvard,
Peters' field of concentration may ba
described as, "The Descriptions of
_God in Kant's Later Writings." He
is also interested m the philosophy
of science. Peters is a Fellow of the
Society for Religion in Higher Education:. He is an amateur photographer and enjoys chess. Peters is
married and has a son.
. Mr. Richard V. Phillips , Instructor of Business Administration , is
replacing Mr. Gemery. He hails
from Scranton , Pa. In 1960 , he received his B.A., Cum Laud e, from
Darmouth . Mr. Phillips is an enthusiastic sports lover ; as an undergraduate at Dartmouth , he played
\11 intramural sports and was capain of a number of teams. Philli ps
"vtered the Amos Tuck School at
Dartmouth after only three years at
the college.' In his last year at Tuck
he was editor of the school newspaper . He received h'is M.B.A. "with
di stinction" from the Tuck school
in 1961. Originally planning a business career, he spent the last three

Richard D. Raymond
years at the Vaok Chemical Co. The
first year he was a salesman cover?
ing the area from Minneapolis , west,
¦ 'h o second and third years he was
working in New York on sales promotion and market research. Although this is liis first teaching experience and is a sort of experiment
for him, he says ho likes it and will
prpbably go for his Ph.D. He plans
to visit Soandanavia next summer.
He ia 28 and single.
Dr. Richard D. Raymond oonvea
to Oolby as Assistant Professor of
Economics. An outstanding athlete
in Former years , the towering profeasor flees eye to eye with even his
tallest students. After high school
ho was signed up as,, pitcher for tho
Cleveland Indians' . farm team , pass,
ing up a basketball scholarship at
Syracuse Univ , He managed to go
to school while playing ¦ball . His
athletic
aspirations
professional
were thwarted when ho injured hid

come a full-time student at the
Univ of Buffalo. Raymond received
his B.A. there in 1959. He studied
at Brown Univ. from 1959 to 1963
with a grant provided by the . Ford
Foundation under the auspices of
the Committee on Urban Economic Problems. He received his doctorate at Brown in 1963 and then continued his research there for another
year as Instructor in Economics.
Raymond's particular interest in economics involves the economic status and problems of Negroes. He
is still pursing supplementary research, by means of statistical analysis, on the subject of his doctoral th esis.: "^Interaction between Discrimination , Interregional Migration
and Regional Economic Development."
Mr. Larry M. Skhite, Instructor
in . En gli sh , received his B.A. with
honors from Brooklyn College in
19.61. From 1961 to . 1963 he was a
School of Letters Fellow at Indiana
Univ., studying literary criticism.
During the 1963-64 academic year
he was a teaching associate at Indiana. Sklute received his M.A. in
Comparative Literature there last
spring. Both he and his Swedish
wife, who. was a Fulbright scholar,
are Ph.D. candidates at Indiana.
His field of major concentration is
especially
Literature ,
Medieval
Chaucer. His incomplete doctoral thesis is entitled , "The Narrative DilCourtly
Romance. "
emma
of
Sklute's extra-curricular interests
include singing and music.
Mr. John Traill, Instructor in
Classics, replaces Professor Wes't ervelt who is on leave for the year.
Mr. Traill is a Canadian citizen, a
native of Ottowa , Ontari o. He received his B.A. with honors from the
Univ. of Toronto in 1961. At Toronto he was a member of their outstanding track team. As a Woodrow Wilson Fellow , Traill studied
at Harvard, earning his M.A. in
1962. He is now working on his doctoral thesis at Harvard, "Relationships . with Italic Dialects," consisting of a study of the linguistics, etymology, and comparative grammar
of the classical languages, especially Greek and Italian. He visited
Greece and Italy several years ago
on a Toronto classics fellowship. Besides languages , Tr aill is interested
in mathematics, the piano, and educational administration.
^VEr. Alexey Tsurikov , Instructor
in Modern Languages , was born in
Ujezd , near Prague, Czechoslovakia.
He graduated fro m the Russian
Real Gymn., in Pr ague in 1945 with
an "albitur" degree. From 1946 to
1950, he attended Ludwig Maximilian University , in Munich, obtaining the equivalent of an M.A , From
1954 to 1956 he was an instructor of
Russian and Czechoslovaki a- for the
United States Army at Oberammergau . He has recently published an
introdu ct ory t ext in Russi an with
Associated Worldbooks , which has
been adopted at the Univ. of Rochester. He is now a Ph.D. candi¦
date at Rochester.

BOOK REVIEW
THE CRISIS IN
BLACK AMD WHITE

by Charlos Silberman
published by
Random House, 1964
by Norman Dukes
Without resorting to histronios
and admirable but generally valueless emotional appeals , Charlos Silborman 's Crisis in Blaok and White
explores tho "race problem " in America to depths which should shook

and perhaps enrage both white and
negro, liberal and conservative , in-

tegrationist and racist. In a careful ,
documented exploration of the historical patterns underly ing "the crisis in blaok , and white " ho demonstrates that, as a number of studies
of our literature . have already
shown, tho American "race problem '.' is not a peripheral, ' though at
the moment sensational, aspect of
tho national scone, It is instead an
inte gral part of American consciousness and expression which extends

DiningRooms Feed
Cap acity Crowds
by John O'Reilly

With the increase in enrollm ent
this year, Miss - Nichols, school dietician, and her staff find themselves
feeding an unprecedented number
of students. I/ast year Mary Low
and Louise Coburn dining rooms
fed from 529 to 600. The 'fi gures for
this year are considerably higher.
Close to 60 men and 70 women students — mostly on scholarship —
are employed , and there are over
55 steadily employed kitchen help.
These figures give one an idea
of the volume of food that is put
out by the dining rooms : one meal
requires 750 pounds of roast beef ;
1500 pounds of pork chops ; 830
pounds of turkey. Few other colleges offer menus with such a volume and variety of meat dishes , and
few schools onfer unlimited seconds
of the two most expensive items,
meat and mills. Since the student
pays only about $2.00 a day for
such a volume of quality food , it is
no wonder that the budget has to
be occasionally balanced by economy
dishes such as sausage, pepper steak
or mystery- meat .
The board fee for 3 meals for
the semester has been set by the
Treasurer at bhe equivalent of $2.00
per day. Of this 2.00, $1.18 goes
toward actual wholesale food expenses, and the remainder goes toward the employee payroll, new
equipment, laundry, cleaning and
dishwashing supplies , repairs , heat,
electricity, etc. On the basis of these
expenses and the estimated number of students eating on campus,
Miss Nichols determines the kind of
meals that can be served.
-Although a little cost cutting is
possible, by buying locally and purchasing when prices ,on a given item
are lowest, most of the prices redeep into the educational, economic,
political and ideational organization
of American society.
Silberman divides his book roughly into two parts — in the first he
diagnoses the crisis as he sees it,
and in the second examines the
problems and possibilities o'f solutions to what he sees as the hardest
problem America has ever had to
face. Beginning with the end of Reconstruction in the South he traces
the rise of "Jim Crowism" and the
great migrations to the cities as tho
major causes of the problem . Silberman's cont enti o n is that th e
problem of the American negro as a
minority in the ghettos of the great
cities is uni que and involves issues
which Were not present in the oases
of the other racial minorities which
preceded the negro into and out of
the big city ghettos. Exami n in g the
"acculturation theories " of other
social thinkers who have written on
the problems he notes :
"To suggest that good will alone
solves tho u rban negro problem is
fatu ousness Pf the worst sort. Good
will alone can never be relied upon
to solve any hard p roblem , and th e
que stion of th e n egro 's place in Ameri can society is the hurdes't problem this country has ever faced.
It is equally fatuous to pretend that
oolor is irrelevant , as so many adherents of the "acculturation theory
seem to do. The plain fact is that
the negro fac es problems different
in kind , and far more complex , than
faced by his European ancestors ."
Silberman then quickly but thoroughly examines the problem from
tho point of view of tho way in
which white America (and he is al-

ways oarofu.1 to point out that it is

all of America about which ho is
talking) has tried io "keep the negro in his place". He concerns himself with the obvious , physical foot
df discrimination, segregation , humiliation , violence, etc. and re1
serves an examination of tho more
deadly but subtle methods of suppression until a later chapter. Ho

main fairly stable. Working within
the budget limitations, Miss Nichols
and her staff of skilled cooks and
conscientious ealfeteria administrators, Mr. Lord and Mr. Gri'ffin
managed to serve generally wellrounded, yet square nutritious
meals. They also provide a number
of extra services at no extra cost ,
such as catering banquets,- picnics
and outings, and more recently,
opening the Roberts Union Cafeteria at 11:50 to accomodate students with 12 :30 classes. They are
to be commended for the efficiency
with which they feed such a large
number of mouths.
Although the different dining
rooms do not serve the same food
at every meal, the menu is basically
•the same. The women, however, do
get generally lighter meals (less
meat and more salads) and lighter
desserts. In response to the men's
complaint that the women get lPbster and they don't, Miss Nichols
has a very simple answer — the
men consume twice as much food
as the women, yet pay the same.
Another common complaint is that
the menu repeats itself. Obviously,
we can 't have roast beef every day,
yet , an attempt is made to serve
a wide variety of dishes. The menu
is more or less, tailored to the preferences of the students. For example, few casseroles or cream desserts
are served because they are unpopular. Furthermore, one must remember that cafeteria food never
measures up to Mom's and can never cater to the whims of individual
taste. One must accept the fact that
any one type of food will get monotonous over the course of the year.
As Miss Nichol s put it, "Something would be wrong if the students stopped complaining about
the food. "

cites , for example, the case of three
Nazi prisoners of war who were allowed to eat with White civilians
and soldiers in the dining cars of
the trains and in the restaurants
along the route to the POW camps
while the negro soldiers who guarded them were 'barred from these
same facilities.
The negro, Silberman argues,
must not only become a part of a
society which is consciously and unconsciously organized to exclude
him , but he faces the even more difficult task of coming to terms with
the question of his own identity
and history — a task which on the
psychological level is far more significant than integrated lunch counters and school rooms , important as
those first stops are . In addition to
creating physical conditions to keep
tho negro "down ", white society ,
Silberman argues , has also tried to
mold the identity of the negro in
the image in which it wants to see
him — Black Sambo , Uncle Tom ,
the black savage, or what have you.
Basic to tho problem of identity
is that the negro must come to
terms with the fa ct that ho ,was a
slave in a sy stem which did ver y
much the same thing to the personality of the negro slave a s the
concentration camps did to their
inmates — destroy and remold tho
personality. This . fa'ob, 6f cours e,
the white must also come to terms
with , and American history needs
to be rewritten in terms of the fact,
for example , that in "democratic "
America the . slave was treated far
worse than his counterpart in "f eudal" Spanish Central and South America. The point is , as Silborman
points out , that neCfcher ia tho present nor the past can . the Negro find
tho psychological substance from
which dignity, 'and identity can bo
created ,
A'fbor this extended examination
of the social , historical , and .psychological roots to the "crisis ", a cri sis which Silborman sees as clearly
(Continued on Pago Nine)

Todrank Local
Bates Announced Aid Course Is
Rep for Danforth
For Law School Offered Stiers
In order to provide competent
personnell
duties at Scholarships
Idmissions Test Colby 's newfor skiski patrol
development, a"

The Law School Admissions Test,
required Pf candidates for admission to most American Law Schools,
will be given at more than 100 centers throughout the nation ,on Nov.
14, 1964 j Feb. 13, 1965 ; April 10,
1965 ; and July 17, 1965. The test,
administered fay the Educational
Testing Service, was taken last year
by more than 35,000 candidates
whose scores were sent to over 100
law schools.
ETS advises candidates to make
separate application to each law
school of their choice, and to
ascertain from each whether it requires the La)w School Admission
Test. Since many law schools select
their freshman classes in the spring
preceding entrance, candidates for
admission to next year 's classes are
advised, bo ta)ke either the November
or the February test.
The morning session of the law
School Admission Test measures the
ability to use language and to think
logically. The afternoon session includes measures of writing ability
and general background. Sample
questions, registration information ,
and registration forms are included
in a Bulletin of Information. It
should be obtained six weeks in ad¦
t

!
I

course in Krst Aid was offered Iaafe
year. The wisdom of offering such
a course was borne out by the number of highly favorable comments reported to the College in connection
with the handling of ski injuries by
Colby students during the first year
of operation.
Commencing Monday, October 5,
at 7 :00 p.m. a First Aid course will
be offered in Boom ' 201 of the Runnals Union. This course will be ran
under the auspices of the Health
Department, and the individual in
charge of instruction will be Mr.
Carl E. Nelson, the College's physical therapist. Successful completion of the ten two-hour sessions
will lead to a Red Cross First Aid Standard certification. Because of
limited instruction resources, tihe
class will be limited to thirty students.

vance of a testing date from Law
School Admission Test, Box 994, Educational Testing Service, Princeton , N.J., 08540. Registration forms
must reach ETS two weeks before
the desired test administration date.
For further information, and to
obtain a copy of the Bulletin, contact Prof Berschneider in ML 8B.

Inquiries about the I>anfortl
Graduate Fellowships , to be awarded in March, 1965, are welcomed
according to Professor Gustave Todrank of the religion and philosophy
department, the local representative.
The Fellowships , offered by the
Daniforth Foundation of St. Louis,
Missouri , are open, to men and women who are seniors or recent graduates of accredited colleges in the
United States, who have serious interest in college teaching as a career, and who plan to study for a
FLD. in a field common to the undergraduate college. Applicants may
be single or married, must be less
than thirty years of age at the time
of the application , and may not
have undertaken any graduate or
professional study beyond the baccalaureate.
Approximately 120 Fellowships
will be awarded in March, 1965.
Candidates must be nominated by
Liaison Officers of their undergraduate institutions. The Foundation
does not accept direct applications
for the Fellowships.
Danforth Graduate Fellows are eligible ior four years df financial

-

RALLY
TONIGH T
Mil g er - Libe

Through an error in the office of
the Registrar , Richard Bankart 's
name was omitted on the official
Dean 's List issued at the end of the
second semester last year.

Homecoming, 1964 is fast approaching. -Scheduled this year for
October 23-25, it will honor Dr.
Herbert Q. Libby, who taught public speaking at Colby, and is remembered as a Colby 'faculty
"great". He is saluted not only for
his memorable teaching and adminis'trative talents, but for what his
life has meant to the life of the
college, as he. served extraordinarily
in many capacities .
Events scheduled for the weekend
are as follows:

assistance, with a marixnum annual
living stipend of $1800 for single
Fellows and $2000 for married Fellows, plus tuition and fees. De- Friday, October 23
2 :00 Freshmaai football vs Bowpendency allowances are available.
doin.
Financial need is not . a condition
6
:00 Honorary dinner for Dr.
for consideration.
Libby
Danforth Fellows may hold other
8:45 Alumni Social Hour
fellowships such as Ford, Ful'bright,
1
0:00
Annual Colby "C" Club
National Science, Rhodes , Woodmeeting.
row Wilson, etc. concurrently, and
will be Danforth Fellows without Saturday. October 2«
stipend until the other awards
8 :30 Alumni Council Meeting
lapse.
10:00 Varsity Soccer va. Bowdoin
The Danforth Foundation, one of
12 :00-1 :30 Family Picnic
i
the nation's 10 largest educational
1:30 Varsity football vs. Bowfoundations, was founded in 1927
doin
by the late William H. Danforth,
4 :30 Open House at all fraternSt. Louis businessman and philanities
thropist. The Foundation's primary,
8 :30 Alumni . DanPe-Crowning of
aim is to strengthen higher educathe Homecoming Queen
tion through programs of fellowships
and workshops, and through grants Sunday, October 25 , .
11:00 Morning worship service at
to colleges, universities and other
Lorimer Chapel
educational agencies.
. v"#"^

Sp ecializing in
Forei gn Car Service
DON'S JENNY STATION

Homecoming 19§4

'v—

66 College Avenue

i

(Next to the Jeff)
i

"COLLEGE-PIC ONERY! "

What dash , wh at brig htery, what 'Oollege-Piconery!' — only
E vTA'N-PICONE makes separates so emp hat ic , so ecstatic. Proof
•here — a glen plaid wool flair skirt worn with a heavenly,
•worsted wool long sleeved pullover.
The Skirt , sizes 8 to 18
The Sweater , sizes 8 to 18

$15.98
$13.50
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The men studying him aren't.
.

Alvina & Delia
137 MAIN ST.

WATERVILLE

Putting together thousands of measurements,Air Force
scientists designed this "typical" head. Its purpose? To
help provide better protective equipment for Air Force
flying personnel. ;
But the young men working on this project are far from
average.As Air Force officers,they are working In a field
that requires a high degree of technological Insight.
The fact is, mostAli* Force Jobs today call for advanced,
specialized know-how, And they giveII A flin
young officers the opportunity to un- Ua Va All

,

¦

¦

'

•

'

¦

'

¦

dertake vital missions of great responsibility*
For Instance, an Air Force scientist may be exploring
the complex field of aerodynamics. Another , ma/ be
engaged In bloenvlronmental engineering. A third may
be studying the technology, of nuclear weapons.
'
,
How many other professions give a - young man such
important work to do right from the start? ¦
You can get started on an Air Force officer career by
E
di
n
i in trolling In Air Force ROTC. For JnforM
l
i vu matlon,see the Professor of Air Science.

Goldwater stated that "there is declared "I'm the busiest peace
not an American businessman , pro- monger in ( the country today ".
In insisting on order through the
fessional man , or working man that
has not been harassed : by the fed7 constitution , Goldwater emphasized
eral government in the 'conduct of the basic rights guaranteed by the
his ajffairs." He went on to claim constitution, and the original inthat Johnson .had acquired excessive tentions of the writers of the Conpower ("Johnson has so much .pow- stitution. He charged the Supreme
er the . Democrats don't know wheth- Court:, with "capriciously ' reaching
er to vote-for him or just plug him decisions " without any basis ¦in
in"), which he is using to meddle constitutional law, using as an exunnecessarily in the affairs of the ample the Supreme Court decision
American citizenry. He agreed with on apportionment of state legislaJohnson that America is the Great tures. Goldwater feels that this deSociety or could be if "Johnson cision is up to the states, rather
would keep his meddling hands out than the Supreme Court.
Goldwater's remarks were generof it", and that this society is
founded on peace, prosperity, and ally well received , and he did not
justice, but pointed out that John- seem to be fazed, by the spattering
son forgot one little thing — free- of LBJ sighs throughout the crowd.
dom, "America is a great nation
because we have been a ' free peo:
LETTER TO EDITOR
pie," stated Goldwater, and repeatGOLDWATER
(Continued from Fage r our)
ed that , this freedom is given by given the chance to write a letter to
(Continued from Page One)
strength, and order through the God, not by the government.
S'tii G-. expressing his desire to get
constitution. On the first point,
on Judiciary. He was told to desOn the subje ct of ¦peace through cribe his past experience and extra
strength , Goldwater charged that curriculars in high school and any"unilateral disarmament has never thing else pertinent to his being
worked'' and chided those Ameri- chosen as a member. He was then
cans , who would , lay down arms in given an appointment to meet with
the hope that other countries would the male menvbers ef Stu G. Eric
do the same. World War II and Ko- Spitzer and Dick Gilmore introduced
Frida y Nile till 9
rea were the results of- American something new into the procedure.
military , linpreparedness , according They had an actual judicial case
to Goldwater. Denying the charge typed up — one that was very inDaily till 5:30
that he is a war monger, Goldwater volved. Each candidate was to read

JOHNSON

(Continued from Page One)
tion of technological, . change ' and
competition. "I have instructed
them to work with you to get those
,
areas moving again."
The, President ; paid respect tb
Yankee individualism, promising
that in the future ''Maine will again
be a leader . . . i n creating a more
abundant America, dn building the
Great Society, in serving as a bulwark of -freedom ". Johnson pledged
a program to make Maine a state
"where every man can hay'e a job,
where eyery family can have a roof
over its head , where its children
can have an adequate school." Em^
phasizing that his. program for prosperity does not consist of handouts
or giveaways, ("No one would dare
give , Maine a handout!.'..), Johnson
declared . :that the government / is
working to create opportunities, and
that it is up to. the people to seize
these opportunities. He reminded the

Maine audience that in 66 projects
across Maine, training programs are
helping to develop new skills for
new jobs. Almost 1000 people have
already been trained in . such programs, and of these three-quarters
are now employed.
"We have worked with local officials to establish new industry
and services — especially in the
fields of conservation, water pollution control , and small business
loans. And the new Economic Opportunities Act will give a further
boost to the economy of Maine."
Johnson further pointed out that
these programs have, already
brought results, in reducing the unemp loyment rate from six per cent
in 1961 to 4.1 per cent in the summer of 1964.

LEVINE'S IsfbiSE hourIs
Open
Open

this and then state his views on the
case ; was it serious, if so, how
serious, why, what penalty, etc.
This gave . the members of Stu Clan excellent chance to speak, with a
candidate on a subject directly pertinent to the M.J. After all the
candidates ': had presented themselves, we then discussed each one
individually, weighed all the candidates one against the other, and
ultimately came up with the three
current Sophomore men. I think
they provide an excellent cross-section of the men 's si de of camp u s . If
this is "mystical foresight" on the
part of Stu G. I'd like to see what
its replacement would be. I would
hope that the voting members of
Stu G. are looked upon as having
some notion of who will or won't
b'e a responsible "Colby servant. "
The contention that , this allows
no room for the sophomore or juni or w h o aspires to M.J. is a correct one. But let me ask, are we
running a. fraternity in which everyone is given a fling, or a body of
hopefully experienced, judicial members. I can see no advantage in re?
placing a responsible, experienced
judicial member with a responsible
inexperienced one.
Sincerely,
John 0' Connor
Chief Justice M.J.

Closed AVed. at 12:30 noon

COLLEGE HEAD QUARTEIIS
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There 's more than fabric superiority in Gant. Fri acTcr*
tion/'needled-into the warp and woof of every Gant
shirt" —• there 's flair-fit show — three vital innerents that make all the difference wheri a man wears
' ' , . " ,. . a Gant.
. y .. . . .
We chose Gant because they take shirt maWng seriously. They're -hard to please (like we are) when it
comes to fit of collar, its roll,its profile—how much
it shows above the suit (Collar. They're fastidious
about the way the body of the shirt drapes and folds.
, All must integrate to achieve, that viable ingredient
' which gives comfort and aplomb. In substance",Gant
shirts are keyed to the discerning tastes of .well
groomed men who appreciate quality. These men are
our customers.
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WHERE COL3Y BOYS MEET
Ludy '21
Pacy '27
Howie %
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He 's carrying Her away iti his dasf ung
ADLERS but he 's clean-white-sock
j ustthe same
They're headed foe the 'primros e path but they'll wind up pickin g flowers. Tha t's
knowing what to do and when, to do it. Tha t 's being clean-white-sock. An att itude
that colors everything you do no matter what color your socks, And you get it only
from Adler. Here all feet wear tlie Adler SC shr ink controlled wool sock. Clean
White Or in eighteen COlorS . $L

THE ADLER COMPANV , CINCINNATJ 14, 6HI0. A DlvUton ol Ourllnaton Indunuloa*
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~~—-— Bull & Pen ~—~r~——
Hard Days Hard Night
For Graham Crackers

WLaroon's Def ens e
Stops Hooters, 3 *0

By Peter Rouse
An inspired Colby varsity soccer team held a highly rated
Springfield College eleven to a
thrilling scoreless tie through the
first three periods of play last Saturday before bowing to a three
goal Maroon onslaught in the
final quarter.

Playing on home ground , the
Mules challenged gamely before
running out of gas midway through
the final quarter against a team
which is generally acknowledged as
one of the East' s major soccw
powers.

Even At Beginning

Immediately
after
Springfield
kicked off to open play, Colby's
hopes for an upset soared as right
wing Abou Sylla and captain Dave
Kelley both made dangerous forays into enemy territory. However,
apart from similar isolated attacks,
the teams played to a standoff in a
fi rst period highlight ed by Colby's
excellent cover defense around their
penalty area.
In th e second and third qu arters
though Springfield seemed to gather
added inspiration , and only the excellent play of Mule goalkeeper
Brad Coady kept the surging Maroons out of the scoring column. Although these periods, did show momentary flashes of brilliance from
the Mule forward line of Al Post,
Kelley, Pete Ives, Rick Zimmerman,
and Sylla, partisan . hopes soon
turned to fears when Springfield
star Don Long made Col'by hearts
skip a beat by dropping a floating
lob just barely out of danger over
the center of the net.
As was the case with Dennis Halst on last Sund ay in his im portant
Davis Cup tennis match with Australia's Fred Stolle, the Mules
fought a courageous battle only to
be cruelly let down in the crucial
stages of the game. After about
ten minutes of play in the final
stanza, lightning in the form of
Springfield's irrepressible center
half Long, struck when the Maroons' aco scored f rom the lef t with
a low bullet-like shot which flew
across the crease into the lower
right hand corner of the net.

though captain Kelley tried to exhort his tiring team , the machineline precision of Springfield racked
up two more tallies before the end
of the game. Nevertheless , special
recognition should go to the stalwart defensive play of halfbacks
Terry Eagle, Tim Hill , and Charli e
McLennan, and fullback Bueky
Sm ith, who with sophomores Coady
and Bill Walker , were instrumental
in keeping the Maroons ' off the
scoreboard for three periods of the
game.
In the final analysis it was the
superlative physical condition of the
Maroons (they only used 13 men
until the final moments) and their
utterly flawless defensive work
around their goal mouth that
spelled the difference.
Today the Colby ele ven travelled
to Wellesley, Mass. where they met
Babson Institute this afternoon, a
team that the Mules crushed 8-0
last fall. This evening the team
moves on to Kingston , It. I. for
tomorrow's clash with the.. University of Rhode Island. In 1963, after
Colby 's opening (and only) loss to
Springfield , a Kelley overtime goal
defeated URI 3-2.

Freshman Soccer
Sq uad Im p ressive
In First Trium p h

By John Neuburger
Shutouts have been in style this
past week for Colby's athletic
teams, but the freshman soccer
squad alone was able to emerge
on the victorious side of the ledger. In their season's opener on
Wednesday, the Baby Mules defeated Hinckley School at Fairfield, 2-0.
It was a well deserved victory,
for the freshmen as they controlled the ball during the vast
majority of the game ofter to be
denied by superb goaltending.
Center forward Issa Karsheh,
who makes his home in Jordan,
rang up the initial Colby goal on
Boom . . . Boom . . . Boom
a first period penalty shot. The
From this point on , the remaind er Bab y Mules were awarded the
of the contest was anticlimactic. Al- free kick as a result oi one of

AIRTIGHT DEFENSE — As was so often the case in the Colby soccer team's debut last Saturday, membe r s of th e stingy Springf ield
defense , managed to place themselves between the goal and potential
scorers. Here th's'i kind of coverage causes Mule Captain Dave KelUy 's shot to go wide of the mark.

Exclusive But Not Expensive . . . .

LaVERDIERE'S
Hair Fa shions

HAIR STYLE S
D e s i g n e d f o r t h e C |0li ege C o e d
Loretta LaVerdiere i
Phone 873-4803
Elm Plaza
Waterville
Maine .

t

NEW DANCE FAD? — Second
line center Larry Bailey seems to
have picked out a Springfield
partner for a twist as both players
chase after the ball. Bailey won
the race but Colby lost the game,
3-0.

TUFTS HERE
FOR OPENER

If the Mule football squad is io be
able to v cast an optimistic eye towards the State Series , a victory
over Tufts on Seaverns Field tomorrow would seem imperative, for
the Junrbos fell to Bowdoin in thedr
opener last weekend , 18-7 . . . Tufts'
features a well-balanced attack , but
i't lacks an established breakawaythreat . . . Dave Sullivan and John
Nyhan alternate at quarterback
The jumbo line is truly massive
with 227 and 236-pound tackles anchoring the defense. . . The defensive • secondary can operate from all
formations and is highly varied. ..
Last year's Mule victory was the
first over Tufts in .25 years, so the
Jumbos are eager for revenge. ..
Much of the Colby cause depends on
the availability of George Kay, Tom
Boghosian , Bob Kimball , and Fabio
Battagiia, most of whom have shoulder ' separations of varying degrees
. . . Battaglia's inj u ry was suff er ed
during his first play last week. . .
As a matter of , fact, signal caller
Bill Lovedaysparticipated against tie
Coast Guard despite also having a
serious shoulder injury . . . Game
time will be 1:30.

. ..

several hand' s ball violations
called against the very rough
Hinckley squad.. In the second
quarter Colby right wing Alan
McWhirter centered the ball only
to have it sail under the foot of
his right inside. But the sphere
did not elude the toe of Karsheh's
replacement, Pat McCormack,
who hammered home the final
score off the goalpost. ,
The triumph over Hinckley represented a fitting reward for a
freshmen team that had prepared
with much gusto. Higlighting the
Baby Mules' training season were
two scrimmages with the Colby
varsity. The first, a \XA hour affair won by the varsity, 7-0, showed that great natural talent is
scattered throughout the freshman lineup. It seemed that only
practice was needed to make the
forward line : of Karsheh, McWhirter , Bruce Bedd'oe, Jan Volk,
and Reed Harmon, j el).
In a later , shorter scrimmage
the varsity was defeated by the
Baby Mules,, 2-1, as the defense
of goalie Al Gray, fullbacks Bruce
McDonald and Jerry Senger , and
halfback s Dave Manning Greg
NeM#onj " and Peter Hobart , disand
played adeptness, teamwork;
< , ¦ ¦i
strong kicks,
The Colby Prosh's home opener against Kents Hill School Wednesday.
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CAN A SINGLE 24-HOUR period contain both a hard day's
night and a hard night's day? Certainly. For Colby's varsity squads
last Saturday was just such an interludeIt had been a beautiful afternoon on the Mayflower Hill soccer
field and for three quarters Colby and perennial powerhouse Springfield had waged a titanic struggle sdme-what reminiscent of the one
between the irristable force and the immovable object. But finally the
Maroons, who were virtually flawless defensively, managed to sneak
three fantastic shots into the Mule nets for a well earned victory.
THE SCRIPT WAS TO HAVE similar overtones at New London that very evening as Col'by plunged into night football action for
the first, time ever against Otto Graham's Coast Guard Academy, last
year's number one Eastern small college team. Orice more though a
Mule team was facing a methodical outfit seemingly devoid of mistakes, and the would-be Graham Crackers in the footsteps of their
soccer counterparts crumbled for three scores and were shutout, 22-0.
Again, though, John Simpson's boys demonstrated that they were a
rowdier lot than their season's record seems destined to indicate. Once,
after Sailor quarterback Ed Barrett , who will he pushed as an AilAmerican candidate, had moved his team to the 2-yard line on 23
and 35-yard passes., the Mules resisted for three downs before sur1
rendering a field goal.
IN THE SECOND QUARTER halfback Bill Peterman of the
Coast Guard ran back an interception to the Mule five, whereupon
the visitors again stiffened for three downs before losing six points on
a pass to Gerry Zanolli. After the Graham Crackers gave up another
touchdown on back-to-back aerial bombs, Peterman scampered eleven yards late in the game on fourth down to close out the scoring.
On one other occasion the Sailors were held for no gain inside the
Colby; 5 for an entire set of downs.
Comparing the margin of the 43-19 Norwich loss with this 22-0
whitewash, one would detect scant overall progress. But still it is interesting to note that Colby stopped the Coast Guard ground attack
cold. The Mule line bore little resemblance to the one that allowed
343 yards rushing the week before. Particularly outstanding were
linebacker-center Pete Wagner, who often seemed ubiquitous. Tackles Pinky Parkerton and Len O'Connor also -were dependable performers. The Sailors were forced to the air on offense and that's
where-theyweamed- their . victory. With the exception of Kirn Miller
the Colby defensive secondary was inconsistent.
WITH BACKFIELD PERFORMERS of the caliber of Dick Gilmore, Dick Aube, Brett Halvorson, and Bob Kimball , one would expect to see the Mules squeeze out at least a touchdown or two; but
the truth of the matter last Saturday was that when Colby had the
ball, it seemed always to be in the shadow of its own goalpost. Cecil
Allison's booming punts ' and the Mules' usual repertoire of slips, fumbles, and penalties kept them there too.
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33 UNITS AIR-CONDITIONED
NIGHTL Y COLBY DINNER SPECIALS
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Reservat ions Required Week Nights
Not On Friday, Saturday and Sundays
CO L L E G E S PE C I A L S

IMPERIAL

AT

MOTORS

171 C o l l e g e A v e n u e
)
$695
58 Rambler , 4 door
57 Chevy Wagon, good motor , rusty
$295 54 Ford Tudor Automatic; good tires $117.95
Call for a Free Demonstration
TR 3-4229
Tom Thomas '64

ARN O LD MOTEL

Waterv ille
Savings Bank n

INSURANCE CORPORATION
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Between Water ville and Fairfield
On Routes 201, 100 and 11
Colby College Nearby . , ¦
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BOOK REVIEW

Discover the luxury of
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THE COASTAL COAT
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Other Car Goats from $29.95 to $49.9& p
Forthri ght fashion fla ir characterizes the smart good
looks of this up dated Coastal coat by Ladenfrey. Made
in Italy, it features Lodenf rey 's original touches —
casuall y chic wood togg les, rope closures , detachable
drawstring hood. Al! wo ol, of course , with warm woe *}
lining in pretty plaid. Patch/flap pockets. Sizes, 6-20
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MON KEY PARKA
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Continued from Page Five
indicting" America as a racist society, he turns to a consideration of
the possible means to solution and
the problems facing specific solutions in general . "With knife-like
prob i ng he gets . behind all of the
catch words of the liberal and the
integrationalist, and, of cou rse, the
segregationist and racist, to reveal
the radical insufficiency to . deal
with the reality of the negro today.
Indeed, he shows how often these
catch words obscure rather than
FOOTBALL , FRATERNITYSTYLE — In a replay of a previous clarify, the issues involved. He examines the various movements,
g ame with the Tau Delts that was declared null and void, Tom Dra- ranging from the NAAGP to the
p er centers the ball to KDR teammate Ed Phillips. KDR won, 6 - 0 . Black Muslims which have proposed
and /or implemented programs aiming at a solution of the problem. He
finds all of them expressing a part
of the answer, but none, even with
full success will, h e feels, resolve
the basic problem which is, he says,
CLEANING
"treat the negro as a man". He
to
LAUNDRY AND
has a long and intensely informative chapter on Africa and its rela*A SERVICE MARK OF THE NORSE DIVISION OF THE BORO WARMER CORPORATION
tion to the American negro. He
history 'books have presented Africa
THJS COUPON IS WORTH
|§
g as a land without his'tory, withouit
significant cultural contributions to
civilization , as a land "black ,, dark,
and savage, peopled with naked
savages
". (This contrary to enor§
AT YOUR NORGE LAUNDRY
§§ mous arclieological
and historic*!
. The
contrary)
§
AND DRY CLEANING VILLAGE
evidence
to
the
1
emergence of modern Africa in the
Waterville S world scene and the rediscovery, on
= Elm Plaza Shopping Center
that he has
| the part of the negrobe, ashamed
H Have a regular $2.00 - 8 pound load of dry- §
of ,
a past he need not
S cleaning done for $1.50|
with this coupon, |
Silberman sees as having infused the
American negro with some sense of
|or 4 men's suits or |
H Typical Load : 10 sweaters
self-regard.
trousers
or
suits
or
3
topcoats
or
8
3
ladies'
And yet this is not enough —
|
|
=
"
Africa
is not America and the AmS. . 9 dresses.
== erican negro
is American, not AfrillllUlinilimillllllllliIIIIII!!llllll!IIIIIIIIII!illlllil8llllll!llllllll!IIUIIIIIIIIIIl
l can and solution must, Silberman
arg u es, come out of America and
not Africa. The Negro must, in order to solve his own inner crisis, as
well as American societies at large ,
be in a position to work out his own
mL
destiny in the manner taken for
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granted by whites in white society .
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- - He needs, in short ,- power, power
that has not been handed him as a
sop. Silberman sees'this a possibility
onl y with major reorganizations in
American life, industry, and most
of all in education. Educating the
child born a negro and in a slum
poses problems for American education which Silberman feels it has
not even really thought out, much
less attempted to really implement,
though some hopeful beginnings
have been made. Education is the
key to breaking the vicious cycle
which imprisons one generation after another in the same narrow, inhuman strait jacket.
As Silberman presents the problem and the kinds of solutions it
demands, it at times seems almost
insoluble , When has any society
willingly made the kind of readjustments this situation demands ? And
yet , if Silberman is right, wo must,
readjust and soon. Crisis in Black
And White is in some ways a very
ugly book — ugly because the facts
and interpretations it presents are
very ug;ly.

Cut' j ust right and raglan
shoulder too. A real campus,
warm up made of tough
bull wool. Catches the eye
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and count
your self among
the best-inform ed
people on
campus.
Enjoy conveni ent campus deli very every mornin g.
Get in touch with your ,
campu s representative tod ay.

Whe re you always get more than just low prices"
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S U P E R SHIR T
LAUNDRY
DRY CLEANERS
Baoholdor

,

Bundle Sorvlco

74a Elm Street

TR

2-5461

i

WELCOME TO
THE

¦
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J O H N O ' R E I L LY
Telephone 872-9873

WATERVILLE
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AL COREY
MUSIC CENTER
¦
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CO MA I N STREET

Everything In Music
TRInlty 2-SG22
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EX Q UISITE

ITAL IAN - AMERICAN

MENU

From Baked La sa gna to U. S. D. A. PRIME
-

SERVED

C OCKT AILS
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Italian

5 p m to 7 p m
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(Students only)

SPECIAL

Monda y thru Friday
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From Waterville - Oakland Exit of Interstate 95, Proceed toward Waterville. Turn Right on
Sidney Road (Route 104) . Just before Bridge , Less than 5 minut es from Colby Campus .
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